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The Mississippi Delta is known for many things. It is a land of stark contrast, in which rich soil produces an
agricultural bounty as well as fearsome economic want. The Delta has compelled generations of writers,
musicians, and artists to chronicle and engage its harsh and mysterious beauty. Seen through the penetrating
lens of noted photographer Maude Schuyler Clay, the nearly deserted buildings and landscapes of the Delta
are brought to life by the dogs that roam the wide fields and swamp-soaked shadows.

For the past fifteen years, Clay has been driving the back roads photographing her native Delta. In the
darkroom of her hundred-year-old family homestead in Sumner, Mississippi, she has developed hundreds of
images of eroding architecture, misty bayous, small stands of woods, endless rows of crops. And dogs. Clay
has spotted and captured the elemental spirit of dogs eking out existences from this majestic landscape. In
her iconic book Delta Land, Clay introduced the "Dog in the Fog," the muscular lab standing watch in the
mist and trees of Cassidy Bayou. This photo became widely recognized, and Clay wanted to further explore
the relationship between the land and the numerous dogs populating its fields, bayous, and abandoned
spaces.

This new book, Delta Dogs, celebrates the canines who roam this most storied corner of Mississippi. Some
of Clay's photographs feature lone dogs dwarfed by kudzu-choked trees and hidden among the brambles
adjacent to plowed fields. In others, dogs travel in amiable packs, trotting toward a shared but mysterious
adventure. Her Delta dogs are by turns soulful, eager, wary, resigned, menacing, and contented.

Writers Brad Watson and Beth Ann Fennelly ponder Clay's dogs and their connections to the Delta,
speculating about their role in the drama of everyday life and about their relationships to the humans who
share this landscape with them. In a photographer's afterword, Clay writes about discovering the beauty of
her native land from within. She finds that the ubiquitous presence of the Delta dog gives scale, life, and
sometimes even whimsy and intent to her Mississippi landscape.
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From reader reviews:

Elaine Rode:

What do you think about book? It is just for students since they're still students or this for all people in the
world, the actual best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that query above. Every person
has various personality and hobby per other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they don't
wish do that. You must know how great and also important the book Delta Dogs. All type of book is it
possible to see on many resources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Abel Mulholland:

This Delta Dogs are reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The key reason
why of this Delta Dogs can be one of several great books you must have is actually giving you more than just
simple reading food but feed a person with information that maybe will shock your previous knowledge.
This book is definitely handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions at e-book and
printed versions. Beside that this Delta Dogs giving you an enormous of experience for instance rich
vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day pastime. So , let's have it
and enjoy reading.

Charles Siegrist:

Reading a book for being new life style in this yr; every people loves to study a book. When you learn a
book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your knowledge, due to
the fact book has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what types of book
that you have read. If you want to get information about your analysis, you can read education books, but if
you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics, in addition to
soon. The Delta Dogs will give you new experience in reading through a book.

Gregory Sims:

In this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability in doing something more are more special
than other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple approach to have that. What you
should do is just spending your time not very much but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. One of
several books in the top checklist in your reading list is Delta Dogs. This book and that is qualified as The
Hungry Mountains can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking up and review this reserve
you can get many advantages.
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